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We have measured the opposition effect, the non-linear surge in reflectance seen in par- 
ticulate materials as phase angle approaches zero degrees, in a suite of materials of varying 
particle size and reflectance. These samples were illuminated by linearly and circularly po- 
larized monochromatic radiation at two wavelengths, 0.442 pm and 0.633 pm. By measur- 
ing the linear and circular polarization ratios for each sample we have found that in highly 
reflective materials the behavior of the reflected radiation is consistent with the coherent 
backscattering process which has recently been proposed to explain the opposition surge that 
is seen in such media (1). The size and width of the coherent backscattering opposition peak 
vary a s  a function of reflectance of the sample. 

The opposition effect has been observed in particulate materials studied in the laboratory 
and it is also observed in the radiation reflected from solar system bodies which present a re- 
golith to the earth based observer. The traditional explanation of the opposition effect, the 
shadow hiding hypothesis, is that it was caused by the elimination of mutual shadows cast 
between the regolith grains as the phase angle of the observation became smaller (2, 3). This 
shadow hiding hypothesis, however, is unable to explain the opposition effect seen in highly 
reflective materials such as magnesium oxide and barium sulfate powders ( 4 5 )  This is be- 
cause highly reflective media will multiply scatter the incident radiation between the regolith 
grains. This causes the shadows to be eliminated. 

It has recently been suggested that the opposition surge seen in highly reflective particu- 
lates is caused by the process of coherent backscattering (I), also known as weak photon lo- 
calization (6)  or time reversal asymmetry (7). The coherent backscattering hypothesis sug- 
gests that in highly reflective materials two light rays which undergo multiple scattering 
while traveling along identical but opposite paths in a medium will constructively interfere 
as the phase angle becomes small and enhance the size of the backscatter peak. 

The light reflected from absorbing particulates surfaces in which shadow hiding is be- 
lieved contribute to an effect opposition effect is primarily singly scattered. Therefore, as the 
phase angle approaches zero degrees, the linear and circular polarization ratios are expected 
to decrease. The radiation scattered from a very reflective surface in which coherent back- 
scattering is expected to contribute to the opposition effect is principally multiply scattered. 
In this case the linear polarization ratio is expected to decrease as the phase angle ap- 
proaches zero degrees. However, the circular polarization ratio is expected to increase as the 
phase angle of the observation decreases. Thus, the relative contribution of the shadow hid- 
ing process compared to the contribution from the coherent backscattering process may be 
quantified by understanding the linear and circular polarization ratios in the reflected radia- 
tion. 

We have measured the angular scattering properties of a suite of materials of different 
reflectivity. We have observed polarization ratios in reflective particulates that are consistent 
with coherent backscattering as the principal process which causes the opposition surge. In 
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the ahsorbing materials, hot11 shadow hiding and coherent backscattering contribute to the 
opposition surge. Figure 1 shows the phase curves of a suite of materials of varying albedo. 
Figure 2 shows the change in the circular polarization ratio of the same materials. 

We have begun a study of the angular scattering properties of a suite of powders of 
varying particle size from the same material, aluminum oxide. The highly reflective materials 
were of five separate particle sizes. These were 0.05 pm, 0.1 pm, 0.3 pm, 0.7 pm, and 1.0 
pm. All the samples were prepared with about 90% void space. We are attempting to 
develop an empirical relationship between the character of phase curve and the physical state 
of the materials. Ultimately it is our goal use these results to constrain the theoretical models 
that have been developed to explain both the coherent backscattering opposition effect and 
possibly the coherent backscattering interpretation of the negative branch of the polarization 
curve (8,9,10,ll).  

This work was performed at JPL under contract with NASA. 
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